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CVO Clinics 2022
Student work at CVO

Dear Friends,

CVO in the media!

At the start of the pandemic, CVO halted all in-person events. However, we were able to provide:
COVID emergency relief efforts distributing pet food and supplies across Canada;
Emergency temporary boarding for pets of those who required hospitalization or emergency sheltering;

in

One Health work, resource development and research publications (see Page 2 for more).
See our 2020-2021 Annual Report for more details https://vetoutreach.org/download/9799/
All of us at Community Veterinary Outreach have missed you. We are happy to share that we have resumed
events in many of our communities.
Through this newsletter, we hope to stay more connected, share updates on our outreach work across
Canada, and share stories of the lives (both human and animal) that you have touched through your
support of Community Veterinary Outreach.
Take care and stay well,
Michelle Lem, Founder, Community Veterinary Outreach

As we head into 2022, we are grateful for the generous national support
from PetSmart Charities of Canada, Royal Canin Canada and The Donner
Canadian Foundation, as well as our regional donors, sponsors and
funders.

Research Shows Pets of the Homeless Are Well Cared For
Homeless and vulnerably-housed pet owners often

A team from The University of Guelph, CVO and the

encounter the perception that they cannot

American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to

properly care for their pets.

Animals (ASPCA) reviewed medical records from
more than 1100 pets that were brought by their owners

Veterinary volunteers with CVO that work face-to-

to CVO outreach clinics between April 2018 and

face with clients and their pets have experienced

March 2020.

just the opposite.
Body Condition Scores (BCS) are a routine part of a

Now, a new study published in the peer-reviewed
journal Preventive Veterinary Medicine* has shown
that pets owned by the vulnerably-housed are at
least as healthy as those in the general population.

veterinary examination. Because pets that are
underweight or overweight are at risk for many other
disease conditions, BCS can be considered to be an
indicator of overall health. The CVO records showed
that dogs were at a weight closer to ideal than dogs
seen in private practice, where obesity is a common
problem. Cats’ BCS scores were similar to those seen
in private practice.

The data also showed that the profile of health
problems in pets owned by the vulnerably-housed was
similar to that of pets in the general population.

Overall, what does this research tell us? Michelle Lem,
CVO Founder, sums it up by saying “this research is a
timely reminder that care delivery to this population
of pets is not only doable, but worth doing.”
*Shannon K. French, David L. Pearl, Michelle Lem, Susan Kilbron, Blanaid Donnelly,
Margaret Slater (2021). Understanding the associations between owner and pet
demographics on pet body condition among those experiencing homelessness
and housing vulnerability in Canada Preventive Veterinary Medicine, 195.

COVID Emergency Relief: John and Rosie
Rosie the Pomeranian is the dear companion of John, an elderly
gentleman with significant health issues. In early 2021, Rosie
developed serious problems in her left eye. Rose was suffering, and
John was very distressed. Fortunately, John's case worker referred him
to Community Veterinary Outreach. Thanks to PetSmart Charities'
generous donation to our medical relief fund we were able to help
Rosie get the surgical care she needed. Today Rosie is doing well,
and John is delighted, saying "she is like a puppy again".

Rosie after her surgery

Thanks to people like you I still have my happy Rosie. She keeps me a little active. She woke me twice
when I was low in the night and probably saved my life so she's a special gem to me! Thank God there
are still good people who understand the need for our furry companions.

John

